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“PARADICE IT SELFE”
Hugh Cressy and Church Unity

Patricia M. Briickmann

In the preface to Religi.0 Laid (1682) Dryden deplores a
position he attributes to some Roman Catholic controver
sialists.

How can we be secure from the practice of Jesuited
Papists in that Religion? For not two or three of that
Order, as some of them would impose upon us, but
almost the whole Body of them are of opinion, that their
Infallible Master has a right over Kings, not onely in
Spirituals, but Temporals. Not to name Mariana,
Bellarmine, Emanuel Sa, Molina, Santarel, Simancha, and
at the least twenty others of Foreign Countries; we can
produce of our own Nation, Campian, and Doleman or
Parsons, besides many are nam’d whom I have not read,
who all of them attest this Doctrine, that the Pope can
Depose and give away the Right of any Sovereign Prince,
si vel paulum deflexerit, if he shall never so little Warpe:
but if he once comes to be Excommunicated, then the
Bond of obedience is taken off from Subjects; and they
may and ought to drive him like another Nebuchadnezzar,
ex hominum Christianorum Dominatu, from exercising
Dominion over Christians: and to this they are bound
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by virtue of Divine Precept, and by all the tyes of
Conscience under no less Penalty than Damnation.1

Dryden’s charge, splendidly rendered, inevitably argued,
equipped with epic catalogue, is a familiar charge against
Roman Catholics, especially Jesuits, especially after recent
events. After a brief account of the deposition of King John,
Dryden moves in the next paragraph to “the more moderate
and well-meaning Papists.” He doubts “not that there are
many", but he challenges these “to produce the Evidences of
their loyalty to the late King, and to declare their Innocency
in this Plot." He grants “their behaviour in the first, to have
been as Loyal and as brave as they desire,” and “will be willing
to hold them excus’d as to the second.” But he is insecure even
about these moderates.
that saying of their Father Cres: is still running in my
head, that they may be dispens’d in their Obedience to
an Heretick Prince, while the necessity of the times shall
oblige them to it.

Kinsley identifies “Father Cres ” in a brief note:
Hugh Paulinus Serenus Cressy (c. 1605-74), Benedictine
apologist and chaplain to Catherine of Braganza, “One of
his Adversaries tells us, that Cressy was an Author grave
and sober, whose Reason was very keen and sharp, and that
he was the Coriphaeus of the Roman Party: which is true”
(Wood, Ath. Ox. ii, 530) (IV: 1935)
The dates are right and so is the information about Cressy’s
place in Catherine’s retinue. He was also grave and sober,
keen and sharp. But Dryden’s suggestion that Cressy sup
ported any doctrine of deposition is quite wrong. There is no
evidence in any of his work.2 On the contrary, he is quite
1 John Dryden, The Poems, ed. James Kinsley, 4 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1958), I, 306-7.
2 In Dryden’s Poetry (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1967), Earl Miner
says that he has “not found Cressy supporting the deposing doctrine in his
writings. It may be that I have missed it, or that ’saying' suggested an oral or
reported remark. Dryden may very well have met him’’ (341, nl6) Miner has not
missed evidence; this doctrine was quite foreign to Cressy’s thinking. It is very
likely that he did meet Dryden, through their mutual association with Thomas
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clear about what Catholics cannot do. Most critically he spent
his life, even his life in controversy, promoting the cause of
peace among churches.
Cressy’s story begins in Oxford or, rather, fifteen miles
from Oxford at Great Tew, where he was a member of the
circle Clarendon later described as “a university bound in a
lesser volume, whither they came not so much for repose as
study, and to examine and refine those grosser propositions
which laziness and consent made current in vulgar conversa
tion.”3 Clarendon catches a central preoccupation of the Tew
Circle in his famous character of Lucius Cary, at whose house
the group met. He describes Lord Falkland’s response to the
Civil War:
his natural cheerfulness and vivacity grew clouded, and a
kind of sadness and dejection of spirit stole upon him
which he had never been used to...and sitting amongst his
friends, often, after a deep silence and frequent sighs, [he]
would, with a shrill and sad accent, ingeminate the word
Peace, Peace. (187-9)

As B. H. G. Wormaid has said, “They represented a revival,
in circumstances which made it even more apposite than
before, of the critical humanism of such men as Erasmus and
Acontius.”4 Like Erasmus and Grotius, heroes to all, they
were defensores pads, for peace was an obvious condition for
study in charitable unity, a state the men of Tew envisaged as
a comprehensive emblem of God’s design. Controversy,
especially religious controversy, was the central affliction of
Europe. Edward Sheldon, translator of Francis Veron’s liberal

Clifford. Dryden’s relationship to Clifford is well-known. He dedicated Amboyna
to Clifford in 1673 and, as James Winn notes in John Dryden and his World (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1987) commends the Lord Treasurer’s “response
to the loss of power” (241). I am persuaded that Cressy was the intellectual force
behind Clifford’s change. See below, 25.
3 Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, The History of the Rebellion, ed. W. Dunn
Macray, 6 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1888), III, 180.
4 Clarendon: Politics, History and Religion, 1640-1660 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1975), 247. See also Hugh Trevor-Roper, Catholics, Anglicans
and Puritans (London: Seeker & Warburg, 1987), “The Great Tew Circle,”
166-230. For a particularly rich study of Tew, which also relates the ethos to
Augustan writers, see Joseph Hayward Colum, “The Mores of Great Tew:
Literary, Philosophical and Political Idealism in Falkland’s Circle,” Diss.
Cambridge, 1982.
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Rule of Catholick Faith, cites “a person of Honour, and a great
Champion of the Protestant Cause.” The person is identified in
a note as Falkland, who

though he had a particular gift for the study of Controversie, yet he never thought his time worse spent,
than in frequenting the Sermons of such who pretended
most to oppose the Church of Rome?
What Clarendon calls, in his character of Falkland, “this
unnatural war” brought an end to the utopian reflections of his
friends and dispersed them.
Cressy was a member of Merton College from 1619 and a
fellow from 1626. The last reference to him in Merton’s
Register is in 1637. On Laud’s recommendation he was
chaplain in Ireland in 1638. His firm connection with the Tew
circle and his continued friendship is attested by Clarendon
who, speaking of Merton and Douai many years later, says that
he saw Cressy in both places and has been acquainted with
him “very near fifty years.”6 In a reference to Falkland in the

5 The Rule of Catholick Faith, trans. E[ward] S[heldon] (Paris, 1660), Preface,
A4v-5r.
6 Animadversions Upon a Book, Intituled Fanaticism Fanatically Imputed to the
Catholick Church, By Dr. Stillingfleet, And the Imputation Refuted ana Retorted by
S.C. [Serenus Cressy] (London, 1674), 8. Clarendon later observes that he knows
“Mr. Cressy well...and that he is not of a quarrelsome disposition, or apt to give
ill words in his discourse” (19). In an allusion to a story about a preacher, he
says that the sermon “if I am not very much deceived, was preached in April 1624.
or 25. of which I believe that there be not many surviving Auditors besides Mr.
Cressy and my self (24). In an observation important for my view of Cressy and
of the Benedictines, Clarendon later says that he has “always had more kindness
and esteem for the Monks of that Order, I mean for those of the English
Congregation, and have had more conversation with them than with any other
Religious of our Nation. They are (very few excepted) all Gentlemen, and of very
good Families (as Mr Cressy is) and of very civil and quiet natures, not petulant
and troublesome to those who do not think as they do...I have been assured that
they expressed more affection and duty to the King, and were more useful to him,
even in assisting him with money in his greatest distresses, and performing other
offices for him, than all the other Religious Communities put together: And they
had the good fortune to have opportunity to be instrumental towards his
Majestie’s happy deliverance, after the Battle at Worcester; the consideration of all
which hath prevailed with the King to give them more countenance and
protection than he hath done to any other Ecclesiastical order; and which on their
part they have so well merited, that I have not heard of one Benedictine Monk
(Mr. Cressy only excepted) who hath imbarked himself in controversies in the
present conjuncture, to the disquieting of himself and others, and in throwing
reproaches upon the Church of England, which may make men think that they
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Exomologesis, his own apologia, Cressy speaks of “that unparallel’d friendship of his; the memory of which is the pleasingest
image that the world ha’s left in my mind, since I made a
resolution to quit the world.”7 Having earlier spoken warmly
of John Earle, in the Epistle Apologetical of 1674, Cressy calls
Falkland “the Noblest Friend and Benefactor that ever I
enjoyed.”8 I stress the continued connection, even in con
troversy, to press the continuation of the values of Tew.
Although a major part of the Exomologesis attempts to refute
Chillingworth and although Cressy later differed publicly from
Clarendon and from Falkland on infallibility, ne never put
aside the pacific spirit of Tew, a spirit most manifest in their
preoccupation with essential elements in the Church. This
strain at Tew may make Cressy’s encounter with the Benedic
tine Cuthbert Fursdon (d. 1638), an enthusiastic Bakerist, less
radical.9 If the ideals of Burford House were impossible, an
interest in the Church of Rome and in the mystical tradition
is not surprising.
Falkland was killed in the battle of
Newbury on September 19, 1643. Later in that year Cressy
went to the continent as tutor to Charles Berkeley, later earl
of Falmouth.10 He was reconciled at Rome in the summer of
1646 on the eve of the feast of Mary Magdalene. By 1647 he
was in Paris, studying with Henry Holden, an exceedingly
liberal theologian. In 1647 he published the first edition of his
Exomologesis. Its learning and authorities and its date suggest
that Cressy had been reflecting on unity for a very long time.
He sounds like Falkland on peace when he speaks of “those

do not live all by the same rule, at least that they do not interpret it by the same
spirit” (43-4).
7 Exomologesis or A Faithfull Narration of the occasions and motives of the
Conversion into Catholique Unity of Hugh-Paulin de Cressy (Paris: 1653), Appendix,
493. This is the second edition.
8 Epistle Apologetical of S. C. to a Person of Honour touching his vindication of Dr.
Stillingfleet (London, 1674), 46, 83.
9 See Cressy’s life of Baker, which precedes his digest of Baker’s Sancta Sophia.
He commends Fursdon’s practice of mental prayer and his good example. He has
“a grateful memory of the great good received by his conversation and yet a
greater good received by his prayers, to which I do in some degree attribute my
conversion.” He met him “at My Lady Falkland’s house, where by the name of
Mr. Britton he lived virtuously and died most happily.” The Life of Father
Augustine Baker, O.S.B. (1575-1641) (London: Burns Oates & Washbourne Ltd.
1953), 94. (Roman clergy often had pseudonyms. Cressy’s was Clark.)
10 See Cyril Hartmann, The King's Friend (London: Heinemann, 1951), 105.
Hartmann cites a letter from Cressy to Berkeley which makes it clear that
Berkeley contributed to his former teacher’s support.
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most unnaturall bloody dissensions in Great Brittaine”11 and
wonders

what peculiar nationall sinnes have lately reigned in that
kingdome, and awakened the iust severity of God to
make it such a spectacle of desolation, and Proverbe of
misery above any other nation. (13)

Reviewing this desolation he says

It is Schisme only to which I impute these prodigious
crimes: for before the birth of that monster, I appeale to
all manner of ancie[n]t Records, if euer there was any
nation more abounding in holy Offrings, or more exactly
obseruing a syncere fidelity and simplicity. I may
therfore without blame sett downe the dire effects of the
most pernicious sect that ever was, which is able to
converte Paradice it selfe into a savage wastnesse. (17)12
This passage hints at one of Cressy’s future works as well as
commenting on the immediate crisis. Some twenty years later
he will digest Michael Alford’s enormous chronicle as his own
Church History (1668), a demonstration of the witness of these
ancient records?1 “Paradice it selfe” is Christendom unified,
the gardens of Tew extended.
“The almost onely argument of this booke,” he says in the
dedication to the Exomologesis, “is to maintaine Catholique
Vnity against the Sacriledge of Schisme” (aijv-aiij'). His first
mode of resolution was to be the way of reason, although he
later describes reason as

11 Exomologesis (Paris: 1647), 8.
12 For an even stronger statement, see the later Question. Why Are You A
Catholick? The Answer follows. II. Question. But Why Are You A Protestant? An
Answer Attempted (in vain) (London, 1686): “Such horrour had these great Lights
of the Church of the Crime of Schism, that according to their judgment, even
Martyrdom it self cannot cure the deadly poyson of it: And, that the Martyrdom to
which we expose our selves by hindring Schism in the Church, is no less glorious, then
that which is suffred for refusing to Sacrifice to Idols" (72).
IS Cressy’s career, apart from the controversies, is given to making work
accessible. He is a maker of abstracts, a composer of problems and queries, a
translator, an editor. In his prefatory remarks to Arbor Virtutem (1649), a treatise
composed for the use of Dame Maria Cary at Cambrai, he says that “all study
is...most unprofittable to mee if I have not a penne in my hand" (2) (National
Library of Australia, Clifford Collection, MS 1087/13).
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A Guide that will lead them (that follow) through Rivers
and Fens, through Woods and Deserts, through Mountaines and Precipices, to the right hand and to the left,
backwards and forwards, and in a Circle: A Guide that
must never repose, but be continually travelling, which
way it matters not. (Exomologesis, 1653, 545)
The process of analysis (and a very large section of the book
is precisely that) makes him increasingly doubtful, not only of
the process and of the doctrines he rejects or modifies, but of
words themselves. “Schoole language” is a constant target, but
even St. Paul has “a stile soe obscure, such intricacy of arguing”
(208) that he requires interpretation. And there are too many
interpreters. “I lived,” he says, “in an age wherin there was
noe want of meanes of learning and instruction, even to
excesse, for the overmuch light made men even too too
wanton” (218-19). “[E]specially since the invention of Printing
(whether nappy, or not it is doubtfull)” (198) quarrels prolifer
ate. He was himself at first held from Rome by mistaking
what is essential

according to that information which I received from the
learnedst Doctours of Controversy among Catholiques
(who for the most part doe dresse this point in Schoole
language, and exalt that language to the utmost import
ance, deducing likewise the most rigide consequences
from it). (283)
He later concludes that the Church has

not intermedled in that Scholasticall nicity of the Resolu
tion of Faith: If particular men to exercise their witts,
and to boast their subtilty doe busy themslves in this last
inquisitive age about such curiosities undebated and
unheard of among the ancient Doctours of the Church,
what is that to the Church herselfe, or her Traditionary
doctrines, which were proposed and beleived before that
new language of the Schooles was invented. (459-60)

Near the end he says
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But now if it be demanded what new Philosophy I have
learned since I learned that the Catholique Church was
to be beleived and obeyed, and what preservative I have
fou[n]d against those former arguments of naturall
Reason? I must answer freely and ingenuously that I have
not learned to answer such arguments, but to despise
them. (591)

Trevor-Roper thinks that Cressy had “lost the hope which had
once sustained the Great Tew fraternity.”14 In a new world
where, unlike the society at Tew, debates were not civilized
or grounded in intense friendship, the locus of hope had to be
different and “Paradice” regained in another place.
Cressy’s account of his distrust of words is countered by his
faith in what can be seen. Actions are “farre more expresse
then words alone”
where every man’s saying A men at the Preists pronounc
ing Corpus Domini nostri Iesu Christi expressed their
confession of that Presence with exclusion of all Tropes
and Metaphors in the busines? Againe, is not the true
inward sence of these Christian Doctrines conveyed more
intelligibly, and repraesented more exactly, lively and
naturally by such practises and solemne spectacles, then
by bare wordes, though they had been never so cleare, of
never soe studied a perspicuity? (181-2)
In his Epistle to the Queen in the Church History of Brittany he
says that

The Design which I had in compiling and publishing this
Work was to represent, as on a Theater, to the view of our
Nation the more then Heroicall Gests (especially) of our
Ancient Kings and Princes...Such Gests I meane of theirs as
regarded Heaven and Religion15
In his unpublished Treatise of the Passion, “latelie writte in my
Noviship” when “vnapt for meditation”16 the language of

14 Catholics, Anglicans and Puritans, 183.
15 The Church History of Brittany From the Beginning of Christianity to the Norman
Conquest (Rouen: 1668).
16 A Treatise of the Passion, 1648 (Ampleforth Abbey Ms 45a), 2.
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“scean,” “spectator” and “spectacle” is insistent, as the absence
of words promotes inner reconstruction and re-enactment of
holy and historical scene.17 At moments like these and in those
parts of the Exomologesis where he speaks, as at the beginning
and end, directly of his own experience, Cressy writes moving
ly, in a style very different from the controversial mode.
Although the schoolmen are put aside and with them Jesuits
and Dominicans, there are authors important for Cressy’s
reflections on unity and for his effort to re-create “paradice it
selfe.” The first two go together. In the revised edition of the
Exomologesis in 1653 he writes of
The conversation of a worthy prudent and learned friend,
namely Doctour H. Holden, Doctor of the faculty of
Paris. And the perusall of a little book, entituled, Reigle
Generale de la foy Catholique, written in French by Mons.
Francois Veron, Doctor of Divinity, and Pastor of the
Catholike Congregation at Charenton. These two proceed
ing in all points amost upon the same grounds, and in
the same order, in a short time effected that Conviction
in me, which many volumes of Catholique Controvertists,
formerly used, and a world of Verhall disputes had in vain
attempted. (479)

The full title of Veron in the English translation is The Rule of
Catholick Faith: sever'd from the opinions of the Schools, Mistakes
of the Ignorant, and abuses of the Vulgar. Cressy’s epigraph for
the Exomologesis is Luke 22.32:
Tu aliquando conversus;
confirma fratres. His book is to be instructive confession,
designed to unify. Veron’s is Phil. 3.16: Ut idem sapiamus,
in eadem permaneamusREGULA. Sheldon notes with approval
that Veron was released from his usual duties to “employ with
more freedome his talent, in reducing those who had sever’d
themselves from the Communion of the Church” (A3V). In a
passage for which, for all its talk of debate, I think that Cressy
would concur, Veron says that

17 See 16, 18, 20, 118, 139, 140, 142, 148, 150, 156, 163, 216, 277. The treatise is
dedicated to Stephen Goff [Gough], an Oratorian. Dom Placid Spearritt, O. S. B.,
formerly of Ampleforth, now at New Norcia Abbey in Australia, has nearly
completed an edition of this treatise.
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far more scarce is the number of such as have well digested
both the practical and speculative part [of controversy] by
frequent Communications and Conferences with our
Adversaries, though the dignity of this cause requires many
should be compleated in that study and the parts that
compose it, as Scripture, Councils, Fathers, Languages,
Histories, besides School-Divinity. (A3v-4')

Veron is using controversy in a sense akin to dialogue with
eirenic motivation. The general rule of faith, however, is
clearly set out on the first page:
The total and only Rule of the Catholique Faith, to which
all are obliged, under pain ofHeresie and Excommunication
is, Divine Revelation delivered to the Prophets
and Apostles, proposed by the Catholique
Church in Her General Councils, or by Her
universal Practice, to be believed as an Article
of Catholique Faith.

The central issue for Veron is simplification. When we hear
Jean Daillé cited favorably three times (and confuted once) (34,
42, 78-9, 53) we are reminded of the dispute about how
Falkland got his copy of Daillé, from an unknown source
before Cressy came to Tew, or from Cressy and the succeeding
dispute about how he did or did not become a Socinian from
reading it. We are reminded, that is, about Tew again.18
Holden’s influence was greater. Cressy says that he was
“obliged by many occasions and businesses to frequent the
conversation of the aforesaid worthy friend, then my neigh
bour” (480, 1653). William Graunt, the translator of Holden’s
Analysis ofDivine Faith, says “I was not sorry to meet with his
Book, which to my understanding laid a way open for an
Union between the Church of England and the Roman.””
Holden is accepting and tolerant. He disapproves of physical
punishment for heretics and of inquisition (169-70) and like
Veron he argues for essentials:

18 In the first edition of his apology Cressy gently approved the Socinians for
their moderation and latitude (they nave “made profession against violence” 44).
In 1653, evidently under some pressure (see below, n21), he revised to say that
he found “that seemingly calm and quiet spirit of theirs less alluring" (26).
19 (Paris: 1658).
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there are fewer revealed and Catholick truths of necessity,
and whereunto we are obliged to consent with Divine
faith, then such divines as write of controversies in
Religion do commonly imagine. (187)
He will

now therefore labour to evince the resolution of our Chris
tian faith, with most strong and manifest reasons, omitting
the supports of ancient authorities and the relation of our
late Authours opinions, which are commonly cited by almost
all controvertists. (A2r-v)

Faith comes through hearing, not through analysis (34). Since
“Charity [is] the life and spirit of a Christian soul, wnat schisme
soever doth destroy and extinguish Charity, must likewise
necessarily kill and murther the soul” (382). In his letter to
Graunt, chiefly about Thomas White, Holden deplores the
controversies which “bespot the lovely face of Charity.”20 As
wary as Cressy of tropes and metaphors as “very unworthy of
a Divine” (7), Holden objects mainly to White’s mode. He
broacheth too too many Exotick and uncouth opinions
in all the matters he writes upon...he sets them down in
such unusual, untoward, crabbed, and bitter language,
that his very stile and manner of speech is displeasing,
yea offensive to the Reader, though even his friend. (2)

20 Letter (Paris, 1661), 3-4. White needs a monograph of his own. A gifted and
eccentric thinker, he taught at Douai and one of his pupils was Holden. In his
Contexts of Dryden's Thought (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968) Phillip
Harth argues that since Cressy studied with Holden, he “absorbed White's
teachings at second hand...while [he] was still fresh from Holden’s tutelage...he
published Exomologesis (1647) in which he expressed White’s views; later he
joined the Benedictines and recanted his earlier teachings" (251) Cressy was a
novice in 1648 and professed in 1649. The second edition of the apology makes
important changes, but it does not recant in any formal sense. Certainly the
Benedictines disapproved of White. No Benedictine was to read him—despite the
fact that those who issue the prohibition find nothing incorrect in his life. The
changes are often conservative, evidently (although he works hard to deny this)
under some pressure. He had been a little too casual about infallibility and too
complimentary about Hooker and Chillingworth and the English church. For
these changes and others, see my “From Anglican to Galilean: Hugh Cressy’s
Apologiae/ English Benedictine History Symposium (Worth Abbey: 1990), 37-53.
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On an issue important to Cressy, Holden remarks:

Though I do not believe there is any personal infallibility
in the Pope alone, yet I would say with our Chancellour
Gerson, that his Definition would oblige us to silence,
though not to an internal assent. (12)
The issue is not faith, but charity, not debate, in whatever
style, but unity based on the authority of central interpretation
as opposed to those who “doe not think themselves men but
Angels.” (96)
But while Holden and Veron are important, two other
sources and one developing interest are finally more critical for
Cressy’s conversion into unity and for his view of how unity
is sustained. Near the end of the 1647 Exomologesis he says
that
the life and Councells of S. Charles Borromée, and the
truly Christian spirit of humility and meekenesse shining
in the writings of Monsieur de Geneva gave more satisfac
tory answers to all the obiections of Protestants then any
I had hitherto found in all the volumes of those famous
Cardinalls, Baronius, Bellarmin, and Perron: or at least
that the former gave a point and a piercing Vertue to the
discourses of the latter, which in former times I had
often and without much effect persued. (625-6)

His preparation of Arbor Virtutem suggests Cressy’s increasing
conviction that moral virtues were most worth pursuit. He
makes this point specifically in his preface to Dame Maria:
here delicacy of language is so farre from being pretended
to, that it is studiously avoyded, as hurtfull to the maine
designe of the book, which was to represent to you
Vertues in their naked immaculate simplicity, with all
their parts and members ranked in their due subordina
tion, respects, dependencies &c.

His admiration for Charles Borromeo and Francis de Sales is
centered on their concern for moral action and simplicity.
His response to them may introduce the most important
influence on him and, paradoxically, the most considerable
source of unity, of “paradice it selfe.”
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It happened not long after my arrivall at Paris that my
curiosity ledde me...to visit the Monastery of the Car
thusians, whom wee depraehended in tneir ordinary
employment of prayers, and in the place of their almost
continuall residence, the Church: A sight that was which
made a strange impression upon my mind, being at that
time also in some unquietnesse by reason of certaine
scruples already entertained concerning Religion. (628-9)
Reflecting on the earlier history of the Carthusians, he adds
that it is
an order that Almighty God did principally chuse by
which to co[n]demne Schisme at it’s first entrance [in
England]...by suffring the[m] that is, piety and innocence
it selfe, to be the first victimes and sacrifices offered to it.
(632)

“I could not,” he adds, “consider these things without astonish
ment and admiration, so I could not free my selfe from some
degree of envy and indignation that I could not find anything
in any of our Churches to oppose to such a spectacle.” He
dedicates his book to the Carthusians and speaks, wistfully, of
their "peacefull solitude...a blessing which the Authour (alas!) dares
not promise to himselfe, since by nimselfe he is iudged unworthy,
and by others uncapable of it.” (aiijv)
Cressy’s search for unity was a search for holy peace. In
addition to his reading in the fathers and controversial writers,
he also read in “the best Methods of Devotion and spirituallity”
(634). His response to this reading echoes his response to his
sight of the Carthusians.

The successe whereof was strange and incredible: For
whereas I had alwayes beene of opinion that that which
in the Roman Church was called Mysticall Theology, was
in respect of the ordinary Practical) Divinity as I tooke
the Morall Philosophy of the Platonists to have beene
compared with that of other Philosophers, viz. the same
ordinary doctrines of vertue, but onely cloathed in
abstruse, sublime and Metaphoricall termes, rendring the
professours thereof not more vertuous then other men,
but more phantasticall and selfe-conceited: But I found
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that the notion I had of it had no affinity with the thing
itself. (634-5)
In 1647 he cites Harphius, Tauler, Rysbroeck, Catherine of
Siena, Teresa of Avila. In 1653 he re-worked the section on
mystical theology. In 1647, for example, mental prayer is
described as “comfortable conversation with God” (635); in
1653 there is an addition: “by arriving unto, not only a belief,
but also an experimentall knowledge and perception of his
divine presence, after an inexpressible manner in the soul” (434).
In 1647 we read “without helpe of the imagination, or imagi
nary formes” (636); in 1653 this is replaced by “without all
help of grosser imaginary forms” (451). The refinements of
phrase suggest study of the metnod. They also reinforce
Cressy’s conviction about the insufficiency of words. In both
editions he contrasts true with false mystics. In 1653 he revises
the list to include Quakers and Ranters (462); to the section
which ended “Raemundus etc.” (638), he adds “yet now daily
out done by those Sects in England, as at Malton in Yorkshire,
London, and other places, where they abound” (462).
The largest addition comes just after this emendation:

Particularly the severall Treatises, as yet Manuscripts, of
that late very sublime contemplative, F. Augustine Baker,
a Monke of our English Congregation of the Holy Order of
S. BENET, The yet imperfect sum of whose methodicall
instructions concerning Intemall Prayer, having happily
met withall at Rome, I found myself pressed to hasten
my reconcilement to the Church, because I thirsted to
become capable of practising those heavenly instructions.
And afterward in France, but especially in my passage
through Cambray, having seen many more of the same
Authors writings, the Spirit of which did eminently shew
it selfe in the lives of these excellently devout and
perfectly religious Benedictine Dames there; and being by
them informed (which within in a few dayes mine own
eyes assured me of) that the same doctrine was received
and practised by their Fathers at Doway, I presently,
contrary to all my former resolutions, to dispose my
selfe only among strangers in a religious life, determined
to fix my self at Doway. (463-6)
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Cressy says that he did not mention Baker in 1647 because he
thought nis works confined to Cambrai and Douai; he is
“since assured that they were largely dispersed, even among the
secular Clergy.” He adds:

I hope that e’re long a ful account of his spirituall
instructions concerning the severall Degrees of Internall
Prayer, shal be happily communicated to the world,
methodically digested, and authoritatively published, to
the glory or God, & great advancement of devout souls
in his divine love. (446)
Four years later, Cressy made a methodical digest of Baker’s
work in his Sancta Sophia (Doway, 1657).21 In 1659 he edited
Walter Hilton’s Scale of Perfection. In 1670 he produced the
first edition of Julian of Norwich. His preface to the Church
History two years earlier underlines his commitment to mental
prayer and responds to those who have attacked it. He
contrasts the “tedious, loud, impetuous, and uncivill conversa
tion with God...which is no better than a meere artificiall
sleighte and facilitie” with “the Prayer of Contemplation” which

excludes all Images of the fancy, yea and intime [sic] all
perceptible actuations of the understanding, and is exer
cised in simple Elevations of the Will...[it is] an entire
abstraction from all creatures. And such onely as have
attaind to this divine exercise of Prayer, doe perfectly
understand and accomplish what our Saviour and his
Apostles command, saying: Pray continually: Pray without
ceasing...[this prayer is] in a sence sublime, Seraphicalland
Divine.22

Cressy aspired after, edited, described and counselled the
mystical way as part of his aspiration to peace and unity. His
choice of name in religion is significant. While Benedictine
convention is that the abbot chooses this name, Cressy was an
21 The digest represents a very considerable editing of Baker. See Placid Spearritt,
O.S.B. “The Survival of Mediaeval Spirituality Among the Exiled Black Monks,"
American Benedictine Review 25 (1974): 287-316; David Lunn, The English
Benedictines, 1540-1688 (London: Burns & Oates, 1980) 212-13; T.A. Birrell,
review of Anthony Low, Augustine Baker, in The Yearbook of English Studies 2
(1972): 259-60.
22 The Church History iv-iij'.
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important acquisition and it seems most likely that he chose
his own.23 At the ninth chapter of the order, on August 23,
1653 he was granted five years antiquity in the Habit24 and in
the Acta Capti Generalis on September 10 he signs as secretary
of the chapter.25 Complaining (unjustly, I think) of some
incivility in Cressy’s quarrels with Stillingfleet, Clarendon
speaks of his friend’s “natural genius” for moderation, enhanced
by “the conversation he frequented, where bitterness of words
was never allowable towards men whose opinions were very
different.”26 In 1647 Cressy says of himself:

Whether it was a naturall inclination in mee to hate all
quarells unlesse most extreamely necessary and unavoydable, or my education in the English Church,
which of all other Sects doth most professe moderation,
I have alwayes dearly esteemed those writers, whether
Catholique or Protestant, which have endeavoured to
lessen the number of differences between Christians, to
give the most moderate qualifyed sences to differing
opinions, and to attempt all probable wayes of reconcilia
tion, as Hofmeisterus, Wicehus, Franciscus a Sancta Clara
&c among Catholiques; and Bishop Andrewes, Mon
tague, Grotius, Monsieur de la Millitiere, Acontius &c
among Protestants. (81)
In the Exomologesis he is distressed chiefly at Calvin’s harsh
treatment of Cassander and Castellion (83, 93). Deploring
Stillingfleet’s manner as “the new stile of a theological Scarron”
in Fanaticism Fanatically Imputed, he apologizes in the preface
for his own uncharacteristically sharp tone:
My last request to the Reader is that seeing this Treatise
written in a stile so unpracticed hitherto by mee, and
indeed so contrary to mine own inclination, he will
interpret it aright, and believes that I judged my self
25 On the title page of the first edition of the Exomologesis his name appears as
Hugh Paulin de Cressy. In 1653 he says that “Hugh Paulin de Cressy...is a title
that the same Serenus Cressy, (for that his henceforth his name assumed in
Religion) utterly renounces." (495).
24 I owe this detail about Cressy to Dame Maura See, O. S. B. of Stanbrook
Abbey.
25 Bodley Ms Rawl A 6 214.
26 Animadversions, 239.
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obliged to neglect compliments of Civility to such an
Adversary.27
He praises the Rule of St. Benedict as a document where “the
vertues of Humilitie and Peacefull obedience most contrarie to
and Inconsistent with Fanaticism are of all others most copious
ly and vehemently inforced, as if in them the Spirit of his Rule
did Principally consist” (24). In An Epistle Apologetical he
speaks to Clarendon of the Exomologesis as follows:
excepting one most highly honoured Friend...you are the
only person who has condemned me for my acrimony in
it, yet without selecting any determinate guilty passage in
it. I had many other Friends of the Protestant Clergy,
whose friendship and kindess to me never received the
least abatement upon that account: on the contrary they
comparing my stile with that of several other Catholick
Controvertists, expressed their satisfaction in my modera
tion. (46)

John Earle of Tew was one of these. Henry Hammond had
reservations, but said “ We are Friends, and I do not purpose to
be your Antagonist” (47).
If personal relationships were
important, so were places, one especially. In the manuscript
continuation of his Church History, never published, perhaps
because it chronicles dissension, there is praise of Merton
College, with no indication of the historian’s academic origin.28
But division remained and whatever satisfaction Cressy took
from his own position, he could hardly be cheerful. Indeed
Wood, who compares Cressy’s reserve to Christopher Daven
port’s openness, reports that Cressy was thought more melan
choly after his conversion.2’ Whatever the positive tone of Tu
aliquando conversus, the injunction following, confirma fratres
seemed less and less likely to transpire. The Treatise on the
Passion is darker in tone than others in that genre. The 1653

27 Fanaticism Fanatically Imputed to the Catholick Church by Doctour Stillingfleet
(Do way, 1672) 17.
28 Hugh Cressy’s The Church History of Brittany, second part from 1109 to 1307
(Bibliotheque municipale de Douai, MS 921) 245-6, 260, 273, 284. My microfilm
of this manuscript is now in the library of Ampleforth Abbey, Yorks.
29 Athenae Oxoniensis, 4 vols. (London: 1817), HI, 1013, 1224.
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Exomologesis is part of this record in its revisions.
Animadversions Clarendon says:

In the

But within a short time all that impression of that Book
[the first edition] was bought up, or otherwise procured;
and a second Edition of it published, wherin there were
very man substantial alterations and additions...the
protestation of duty and obedience...was totally left
out...The
discourse
he
had
made
of Pur
gatory... likewise...Many other alterations were made, as
must be confessed by any man, who will take the pains
to examine both editions: There were also many addi
tions, especially of reproaches against the Church of
England, and many bitter and virulent expressions against
the Clergy of that Church: And I know a person who
meeting with Mr. Cressy, expostulated with him...and
asked him how it came to pass that those were left out,
when his Book had been first licensed by Dr. Holden,
and another Doctor of the Sorbon, and why the other
calumnies were added which so much reflected upon the
Clergy, contrary to what in his own Conscience he knew
was true, to all which he answered with passionate
protestations, that he never knew of one or the other till
he saw the second impression; that his Superiours were
offended with the first, in which there were some
mistakes, and that he had intirely left it to their discre
tions to do what they should think fit upon it; whereup
on they had caused it to be reprinted as it now stood,
without at all communicating with him. (76-7)

In An Epistle Apologetical Cressy responds: “I take God to
witness that my Superiours never required any Alterations to be
made...but left the whole business to myself alone” (51). There
is, however, a very long passage in the 1653 text which suggests
criticism:
When I was employed about the first publishing of this
Book, the hast of the Printer, and my thoughts then
busie about a matter of much greater importance to me,
then the printing or publishing of books, viz. about
solliciting an admission and unchangeable abode among
the French Carthusians, made me that I could not allow
my self the leasure to examine what I had written, nor to
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qualifie some phrases, which I did almost suspect, might,
as it hath proved, be obnoxious to misconstruction. I
forgot likewise to quote the Authors names, whose
particular interpretations and opinions had been so
beneficiall to me, though I had no Obligation nor
intention to assent to them. However this neglect of
naming them, derived upon my selfe the censures of
those, that having been taught otherwise, judged every
thing to be Heterodox and unsound, that was not favoured
by their particular Masters, or that was delivered in such
Phrases and expressions as their ears had not been
acquainted with...Had it not been for these...not inex
cusable omissions, I had doubtlesse avoided some rigorous
imputations and censures, which (as I have been in
formed) certain, questionlesse, well meaning Catholiques
have given of this inconsiderable Book. God forbid I
should condemn the Authors of such censures, since I am
confident the ground of them was not any passion against
me...but a zeale to the Purity of Catholique truth. The
Method of the book, and the manner of stating controver
sies in it, was indeed somwhat new in England, and
therefore no wonder if some were startled at it. Besides,
if I had had the Providence or leasure to have softned
some expressions, and to have made it appear, that that
latitude in Disputes, which in England will not passe so
freely, yet in France and other Catholique Countryes is
very receiveable, yet they would have seen, that it was
not my fault, but my fortune only to displease them.50
(483-5)

I have already noted the expansion of the section on mystical
theology. Clarendon exaggerates, but he is right about some
of the alterations about the Church of England. In 1653
Hooker is no longer “that great personage” (39, 1647) and the
long praise of the Church of England (34-5) is dropped. The
suffering of the clergy is represented as political rather than
30 Just after this passage he says that “that holy Congregation, to which by Gods
providence, I am inserted an unworthy Member, does not exercise that violence
over spirits, subject to them, as to force a belief of any unnecessary, distinctive
Doctrines upon them, or a profession of doctrines, which they do not believe, or
would not, if they lived any where else" (487). In the Animadversions Clarendon
spoke of “the good spirit ofFrance and the urbanity that is there used in handling
Controversy in Religion” (83).
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religious (2-3, 1653). The section on attrition is expanded to
stress the Tridentine position. There is considerable addition
and verbal modification in the discussions of infallibility. Some
of the changes suggest criticism, but it is clear that Cressy’s
essentially conciliarist position is, if anything, reaffirmed.
Chillingworth, we are told in an enormous addition, should
have looked at the “expression of the Churches infallibility in
her Conciliary decisions” (187). 1647 says that the Church
“obliges no man to that word” (286); 1653 adds “which is not
found expressly in any of her received Counsells, as Mounsieur
Veron professeth” (192). Cressy’s principles are pastoral as well
as strictly theological.

Certainly the receiving of a Soul from Heresie and
Schisme is a work so infinitely precious and meritor
ious...that it will deserve that we should employ in it,
not only all our strength of wit and learning, but all our
charity likewise. (234, 1653).
But the second edition, while preserving all the main matters,
exhibits some caution. Readers are reminded of “the Authenticall Approbations annexed” (490). These are increased in 1653
from two to seven. Those who lend their names also explain
what they are doing. My own reading of the situation is that
Cressy’s increased interest in the mystical tradition is in part a
response to the difficulties of public resolution and peace.
The declared purpose of the Church History of Brittany is
also to promote “Catholick unity and Peace.” His text is the
Jesuit Michael Alford’s Annales Ecclesiae Britanniae.31 He
translates the work but, in doing so, reduces its 2,000 pages to
about 1,000. His purpose is to make Alford available and to
demonstrate the “constant Vniformity” of the Church (1,002).
But he also makes some additions which underline his convic
tion that the monastic vocation and mental prayer are central
in the mission of the church. He singles out those who were
not only Preachers of [the] word, but examples also of a
Monasticall Conversation, in an Island so commodious for
it....There wanted not indeed from the beginning many

31 Fides Regiae Britannica; sive, Annales Ecclesiae Britannica, 4 vols. (Liege, 1663).
Alford, who was a Jesuit, wrote his history in hiding on the mission.
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who relinquish’d their worldly employments...that
without any impediment they might wholly give them
selves to God, and being freed from all distractions
practise the exercises of Divine Contemplation. (31)

The importance of history in the argument for unity is
shown in another area of Cressy’s activity. He came to
England in 1660. In the decade following he wrote controver
sy and made friends. One of these was Thomas Clifford.
Among the papers formerly at the seat of the Cliffords at
Ugbrooke Park in South Devon, there is a list of books Cressy
bought for Clifford in 1669.” Among these are Alford’s four
volumes, seventeen volumes of the Bibliotheca Patrum, the
works of Bede, Bernard, Justin Martyr, Spirituall Exercises, the
lives of Philip Neri, Catherine of Siena and Maddalena dei
Pazzi and “three other little Books.” In his Cliffordiana
George Oliver discusses Clifford’s conversion.” He rejects
suggestions that this occurred as early as 1667 or 1670, attempts
to demonstrate that Clifford was still an Anglican in 1671 but
“had declared himself a Catholic before the commencement of
the year 1673.” There is a note for this: “It is probably from
the circumstance of a correspondence between Clifford and
Rev. Hugh (Serenus) Cressy, OSB, that the latter reconciled
him to the cnurch.” Cyril Hartmann says that
It is certain that Clifford early in his career had become
acquainted with the Exomologesis and knew its author
intimately over a period of several years, and it is difficult
to resist the conclusion that the Benedictine did his
utmost to bring him over to Rome. (189)

Hartmann’s note alleges that “there are many quotations in the
Lord Treasurer’s Commonplace Book.” I have found four:
Cressy’s description of faith as “the pure guift of God,” an

32 Clifford MSS, MS 69. These papers are now in the British Library, but,
through the kindness of Lord Clifford, I was able to consult them earlier on two
very pleasant visits to Ugbrooke Park. Cyril Hartmann, in Clifford of the Cabal
(London: Heinemann Ltd., 1937), 189, notes most of the titles in the list of books
but not the four volumes of Alford, Justin Martyr or the Hispania lllustrata. And
Cressy bought the works of Bede and Bernard, not their lives.
33 Cliffordiana (Exeter: 1830?), 25-8.
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allusion to the Presbyterians, the oath of allegiance in the
Catholic form, a long entry on unity.34
This issue was central to Cressy’s discussions with Clifford.
On April 11, 1671, writing under the pseudonym of H. Clark,
Cressy speaks of

contriving a New Oath. I have seen severall Forms,
intended to be offred, but so reserved and carefull
contrived not to offend the Court of Rome, that I feare
they may procure a greater scandall to Religion, then,
now lyes upon it. Report likewise tells mee that the
Oath of Supremacy will be pressed. I therefore here send
you a Form, which includes as much, even of that Oath
of Supremacy, as can be allowed by a Catholick, and yet
which is the sence that Protestant Interpreters make of it.
I leave it to your disposall: onely desiring that my Name
may be concealed, because that alone will be sufficient to
make it refused by some.35

On June 4, he writes again, without the pseudonym, with a
form

which Rome dare not except against, as they will against
an one contrived by private persons. The long Dis
course should have been printed, but wise people forbad
it. I came to Town on purpose to wayt on you, before
you goe into the Countrey.36
The proposed oath adds, in language which underlines Father
Cres’s position

And I doe further swear that I doe abhorre from my
heart that opinion and Doctrine as erroneous and
damnable, that Princes may be killd or murthered upon
any occasion whatsoever by their Subiects or any otner.

34 Thomas Clifford, Commonplace Book, consulted in photocopy form at
Ugbrooke Park. The original has been in the National Library in Australia since
1963 with the rest of the Clifford books. The allusions to Cressy’s apology are
on 217, 265, 430, 531.
35 Clifford MSS, MS 83. My reading of the last sentence is that Cressy’s liberal
leaning would be the source of the suspicion of which he speaks here.
36 Ibid., MS 84.
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The “discourse” is probably “The Summ of a Discourse
presented to the Pope touching what is necessary to be done
in order to restoring [sic] Catholick Religion in England after
the death of Queen Elizabeth.” Hartmann says that “its chief
interest for Clifford was that it dealt fully with the various
questions which still remained to be settled before there was
any possibility of a reconciliation between the Anglican and
Roman churches” (190). In Appendix II of Clifford of the
Cabal (318-26) he prints a document which is in Clifford’s
hand: “Instructions for the Envoys to his H.” He does not
print the “Summ of a Discourse” and he does not seem to find
its title or its favorable references at 4r, 5r to the “Fathers of
the Society [i.e Jesuits]” at all odd. A document headed
“Concerning the present disturbances in England about
Religion: And the most probable Means of composing them”
should be read with the document on unity, the precise
proposals for a reunion of the English Protestant Church with
the Catholics and a paper headed “Q.Q.Q.” This last sketches
a form of ecclesiastical government, whose point is to create
machinery whereby all Catholics will become as one Body to
serve him [the King] to receive orders from him, and to unite
them all in Contributions and assistance to his affaires.
Whereas being now governed by Superiors of divided interests
and wayes of proceeding, they are out of a capacity of joyning
in a generall concurrence to promote his Maties service for the
common good, and, it is to be feared that if one party among
them be zealous therein, that alone will be a Motive to induce
others to be cold, or perhaps to hinder the same. In the
“Profession of true Allegiance,” the “Example of the FrenchCatholick Clergy and State” is offered, with concurrence in the
condemnation of the propositions of Antonius lantarellus read
in the Faculty of Pans, 16 March 1626 as
a Doctrin New, false, erroneous, contrary to the Word
of God, rendring the Pontificall Dignity odious, opening
the way to Schism, derogating from the Supreme author
ity of Kings which depend onely on God; hindring the
Conversion of Infidell and Hereticall Princes; disturbing
the Publick Peace; tending to the overthrow of King
doms, States and Common-weales; withdrawing Subiects
from the Obedience which they owe to their Soverains;
and inducing them to Factions, Rebellions and Seditions,
and to attempt against the Lives of their Princes.
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In “Concerning the present disturbances” Cressy warns:
Now in this matter a speciall eye and regard is to be had
to some Parties among Catholicks, such as I mean as
have been bred up in a closer dependance on the Court
of Rome, and have engaged in the Tribunalls of the
Inquisitions, whose proceedings have been Justified and
exalted by the Writings of their Orders.
The main matter is not to cast aspersions upon Jesuits and
Dominicans, as the language of the paragraph suggests, but to
search for grounds for unity. Since “a Toleration of dissenting
Sects is now practiced by allmost all Catholick Kingdoms and
Stats, and not at all condemned by the Church,” those who
will not cooperate “must...at their perill take heed how they
seek to please the Court of Rome by a troublesome pretended
zeale for the Catholick Faith.” There will be laws against
disturbers and “a prohibition of all Virulency in Sermons or
Books between persons of Severall Persuasions about Religion.”
Hartmann prints Cressy’s tidy discussion of the “special Points
in which English Protestants will probably require a condescence from the Pope.” Accommodation of a reasonable kind is
provided for expected issues—church service in English,
communion in both kinds, acknowledgement of the validity of
Anglican orders, marriage of priests, ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
As Hartmann observes, the proposals are “exceptionally
detailed and elaborate” (194).
As we know, nothing came of these, but it is interesting to
know that they existed, in that household whose papers also
held the secret treaty of Dover, a household presided over by
a man with a reputation for toleration, a man who became a
Catholic in 1673—and was commended for his response to his
necessary exile from court by Dryden. As James Winn notes,
“two different noble estates cherish traditions alleging that
[Dryden] wrote The Hind and the Panther in their gardens”
(421, 612 n87). One of these is Ugbrooke Park, where the
tradition is still attractively current and the memory of Dryden
alive. So is the memory of Hugh Serenus Cressy, despite the
fact that his neatly-written pages are no longer in the safe of
the estate office. He had a practical project for unity, the
driving concern of his life, in his decision to change, in all his
work of controversy, edition, translation.
He provided
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Clifford with grounds for the change which elicited one of
Dryden’s most attractive dedications. It should be clear by
now, however, that Dryden could not have been right to
worry about Father Cres on the doctrine of deposing. Any
act of violence was abhorrent to him—and, more critically, he
was Gallican and conciliarist. That early wish to become a
contemplative could only be realized in his defence of mental
prayer and in his considerable work in preserving the mystical
tradition. To put it quite simply, in the contemplative
experience there is no disunity. Defending this tradition and
making its writers known and available was part of his lifelong
quest tor paradise itself—from the gardens of Falkland to the
particular disposition of Catholic teachers in Paris, to the
mystical traditions in French monasteries to the English court
and finally to Richard Caryll’s house where he died in 1674.

